A dual to bordism is defined by reversing arrows. For finite complexes this Grothendieckizes to give KO theory.
Let X be a topological space. A drobism element of X is a pair (M,/) with M a closed differentiable manifold and fi.X-+M a continuous map. Two drobism elements (M,/) and (A/',/') are equivalent, or drobant, if there is a pair (V, F) such that Fis a compact differentiable manifold with boundary, the boundary of V being the disjoint union of M and M', and F:XxI->-V is a continuous map with £1^x0=/, £1^x1=/'. The set of equivalence classes of drobism elements of A'is called the drobism set of Zand will be denoted (X)^.
The set (X)^Slt is in a rather imprecise sense dual to the bordism of X, 9l*(X), as defined by Atiyah [1] . Specifically, if each map in the above is reversed one obtains the definition of bordism. This is vaguely the same as the relation between homotopy and cohomotopy, where again one simply reverses arrows, but is not a duality in a precise mathematical sense.
There is a product operation • (X)9t+ x (A')5l+^-(A')9î% defined by Theorem. W(X) is naturally isomorphic to KOiX), if X is a finite complex.
Proof. If (M,f) is a drobism element of X, let <j>(M,f)eKO(X) be the class of the bundle/ *rM, where rM is the tangent bundle of M. For a manifold with boundary V, rv\dV^rsv@l, so <f>(M,f) depends only on the class of (M,f). Since tMxí,&tm@tn, this defines a homomorphism +:(X)Sl*-+KO(X) and by the associated group construction, a homomorphism <p:WX)^KO(X).
If A" is a compact Hausdorff space, <f> is epic, for let f be a bundle over X, classified stably by a map g:X->-Gr_, with Grs the Grassmannian of r planes in Rr+°. Imbed 6>.s in a Euclidean space R< and let U be a tubular neighborhood of Grs with A the bundle over U given by n"*yr,¿, where TT:U-"Gr¡í is the projection and y,,, is the canonical bundle over Gr 5. (S{f*rM@(r+l)), a) where S is the sphere bundle and cr is the section given by x-^(0x, \)eE(f*rM®r)xR, E being the total space. Thus a= (l(S(f*rM®(r+\)), a)], [(S(g*TN®(r+l)), a)]) and for r large/*rAf® rĝ *Ts@r, so a is the "zero" element in SB(A').
If X is any finite complex, let i:X-+R' be an imbedding with U^R' a regular neighborhood collapsing onto X by c : U^-X. £/ is a compact manifold with boundary, and hence so is V=d(Ux \ß* which commutes, with 6V an isomorphism and both maps ß* being monomorphisms onto direct summands. Thus 6X is also monic. This result provides a "cobordism theoretic" formulation of KO theory. Using maps into stably almost complex manifolds in a similar fashion (with dimension given by dimension of the image manifold) one may see that %BCX(X)^K(X). The points worth mentioning are that one uses the complex Grassmannian and that the manifold V constructed in the last part of the proof is stably framed, hence stably almost complex.
Conner and Floyd [2] provides an entirely different relation between "cobordism" and K theory, where "cobordism" is dual to stably almost complex bordism in the sense of spectrally defined homology theory.
It would be interesting to compute (X)3lm, but I have been unable to get anything nontrivial on it. The idea for this argument came from a remark of W. Browder, in his approach to bordism, that BO is the universal manifold.
